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Measuring the duration of perception

LEONARD MATIN and RICHARD W. BOWEN
Columbia University, New York, New York 10027

An analysis is presented of ways in which the total duration of perception of transient visual stimuli
may be determined by means of psychophysical judgments of the simultaneity (or relative precedence)
of two sensory events. This analysis yields a new method for measuring the duration of perception that
only requires judgments of the simultaneity of the offset of one visual target with the onset of another
("offset-onset" judgments), and is thus free of differential biases between onset-onset and offset-onset
judgments of simultaneity which could be involved in previous measurements. When three or more
perceived durations need to be determined, the new method is more efficient than earlier methods; it
requires measurement of only one PSE in order to evaluate one response duration as compared to two PSEs
per response duration for previous methods. We also describe ways of determining the presence of some
kinds of biases and quantitatively evaluating the magnitude of bias in the new method, as well as bias in
onset-onset or offset-offset judgments of simultaneity alone; such evaluations of differential bias were
not possible for the earlier methods. An experimental example of a bias analysis is described. No significant
biasing effects were detected in the measures of perceived duration that were extracted as either retinal
location or background luminance was changed, although background luminance itself markedly influenced
the values of perceived duration.
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The duration for which a transient visual stimulus
remains in perception has been the subject of con
siderable interest in areas of sensation, perception,
and cognition as diverse as the perception of flicker
(cf. Pieron, 1965), perception of visual direction
(cf. Marin, 1972), and memory and information
processing (cf. Neisser, 1967). Attempts at inferring
this duration have been made in studies of threshold
nicker (Pieron, 1965), band movement (Smith,
1969), afterimages (Brown, 1965), and by means of
simultaneity or temporal order judgments (Bowen,
Pola, & Matin, 1974; Efron, 1970; Haber & Standing,
1970). That these approaches are not likely to be
measuring the same aspect of perception is a question
with which we shall deal further in this report.
However, of these approaches, the use of simultaneity
or order judgments appears to deal most directly
with the problem of interest and obtain results most
readily interpretable as values of "duration of
perception." In this case, the experimenter can
require a subject to report whether stimulus B began
before or after stimulus A in one set of trials, and on
a separate set of trials, whether B' began before or
after A terminated (Figure 1). When Band B' are the
same stimulus, the 'experimenter infers the duration
of the perception of nash A as equal to t2 - t, from
those temporal locations of Band B' which have
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Figure I. When the onset of Band 8' are set to appear
simultaneous with the onset and offset of A, respectively,
I, - I, has been considered as a measure of duration of perception.

been reported as simultaneous' with the onset and
offset of A, respectively. (B and B' need not, of
course, be a visual stimulus; inputs to any other sense
modality provide an appropriate "probe," although
each carries with it different problems of methodology
and interpretation.) Such a method cannot, of
course, determine the actual time delay or latency
from the onset of the physical stimulus A to the onset
of its perception, or the analogous delay at the offset
of A; this is a result of a similar lack of information
concerning the latency to the onsets of Band B I •

Since time to the onset of the perception of B is not
known, any estimate of the moment when the onset
of A was seen is confounded with the latency of
perception of the onset of B. A true determination
of the "fundamental asynchrony" of a stimulus and
its perception requires identification and measure
ment of the neural event corresponding to the percep
tion of the stimulus. On the other hand, the



THE GENERAL MEASUREMENT MODEL

The method of obtaining total response duration
that was described above depends on taking a
difference between two measurements, one of which
is determined by onset-onset judgments, the other by
offset-onset judgments. As we have indicated, the
result will be biased by any difference in the way in
which these two sorts of judgmental situations are
themselves differentially biased. As an outcome of
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identification of this neural event requires prior For many purposes, these three assumptions are
knowledge of the fundamental asynchrony; such reflections of a single underlying methodological
"bootstrapping" must leave the value of the funda- problem. They are all involved with biasing of
mental asynchrony uncertain, although this difficulty simultaneity judgments. Since duration of percep
is of the same order as exists for inferring causality tion, as determined above, involves experimental
in the case of any other psychophysical-neural determination of two quantities whose algebraic
correlation. difference constitutes the measure of the duration of

Nevertheless, by assuming that the fundamental perception, the main concern is not simply bias, but
asynchrony of B's onset is identical when judged in differential bias between the two determinations.
relation to the onset of A and in relation to the offset That such questions regarding bias in simultaneity
of A, the duration h - t, may be interpreted as a judgments are not trivial is indicated, for example,
measure of the duration of the perception of A, as by work on the "prior-entry question" in which it is
indicated above. In addition, one can also determine reported that changed instructions which purport to
relative variation in the onset latency of A (although shift attention from one of the two stimuli whose
not its fundamental asynchrony) with variation in the temporal order is being judged to the other can
parameters of stimulation for A when B is held influence the point of subjective simultaneity for the
constant. This assumes that such variation of two stimuli by as much as 70 msec or more (cf.
stimulus A does not influence the onset of latency of Sternberg & Knoll, 1973; Sternberg, Knoll, & Gates,
B. Measurements can also be made of the relative Note 1).
offset latency of A if it can be assumed that the onset It is worth noting that the methods with which we
latency of B' is not influenced by variations in are concerned do not purport to measure the
stimulus parameters of A in that situation. Several apparent duration of a perception but rather to
interesting results have been obtained by use of such determine, by psychophysical means, the physical
simultaneity judgments (see Bowen, Pola, & Matin, duration of a perception. Thus, the perception whose
1974, for references to this work). duration was measured as h - t1 (Figure l) may

Each of the approaches to the measurement of the appear longer or shorter under different conditions
duration of perception has brought with it a number or bodily states without influencing the value h - t1

of difficult methodological issues. While generally obtained. The methods themselves yield measure
free of many of the complications involved in ments of simultaneity, and values of duration of per
inferring duration of perception from the other kinds ception are derived from such measures. Subjective
of measurements, some complications do remain for or apparent duration of a perception mayor may not
the simultaneity paradigm (Figure 1): be simply related to such values. But judgments of

(l) As has been indicated, it is assumed that the apparent duration are not values derived from simul
latency of the response to the onset of the "probe" taneity judgments, and how they relate to the psycho
stimulus B is unchanged under the different condi- physically determined physical duration of percep
tions in which it is used. Thus, for example, it is tion is a separate problem.
assumed that neural interactions between stimuli A The present article develops a general framework
and B do not differentially influence B's onset for dealing with the duration of perception in the
latency (and A's onset or offset latency) when B's context of simultaneity judgments, develops some
onset is compared to A's onset or to its offset. Such new ways of using simultaneity judgments to mea
an assumption is of particular concern when A and B sure the duration of perception, and provides a
are both visual stimuli, and of even greater concern theoretical basis for some experimental tests of the
when they are located close to each other in the visual underlying assumptions, particularly those regarding
field. Interactions within the visual system, or by way certain possible biases. We also present some data
of stray light from one stimulus to the retinal from an experiment which employed the new method
region stimulated by the second stimulus, or eye in order to demonstrate by example how a test for
movements could all serve to differentially influence· bias may be evaluated.
measured values of the temporal characteristics-of
the response.

(2) It is assumed that "constant errors" associated
with "onset-onset" judgments are the same as those
associated with "offset-onset" judgments. This
assumption is similar to stating, at a somewhat
different conceptual level, that stimulus onsets and
offsets are processed by the same neural center.

(3) It is assumed that duration of perception of a
stimulus is not influenced by its being the first or
second in a sequence of stimuli.
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a result that can also be read directly from Figure 3.
Thus, Equation 4 states that the point of subjective
simultaneity of the offset of flash I and the onset of
flash 2 (P u) is equal to the difference between the
offset latency of the first flash and the onset latency
of the second flash. 3

Among the three flashed stimuli in Figure 2, we
have six ordered pairs of stimuli. We may determine
a point of subjective simultaneity for each pair in the
fashion depicted in Figure 3, and thus we may write:

FIELD 3
Figure 2. Stimulus dimensions of view as seen by subjed in

making offset-onset simultaneity judgments required for deter
mining perceived durations of test flashes AL. Each background L
was separately illuminated: luminances of ALand L were separate
ly adjustable and were set so that AL/L was maintained at
1 log unit. All stimuli were presented in Maxwellian view.

(I)

(2)

L. + R.= d. + C,

Fundamental Relations
Figure 3 shows the temporal relation between

physical flashes and visual responses I and 2 when
their presentation has been adjusted so that the off
set of flash I appears to have occurred simultaneous
ly with the onset of flash 2; this simultaneity is
represented in Figure 3 by lining up the offset of the
visual response' to flash I with the onset of the visual
response to flash 2. Consider flash 1:

where L. and L. represent onset and offset latency,
respectively. and R. is the total duration of the visual
response to the stimulus of duration d.. Thus, by
rearranging Equation 1, we note that the total visual
response to flash I may be represented as

the attempt to obtain measurements that are free of
this difficulty, we have developed a method for
measuring total response duration that is based on
offset-onset judgments only. The method also has
built into its basic apparatus the possibility of
quantitatively evaluating the effects of some of the
biases mentioned above.

Figure 2 depicts a stimulus array we used with the
method to be described below. It contains a fixation
target and three circular 10 diam, steady adapting
fields (L) upon which additional 18' flashed targets
(AL) were superimposed. On any given trial, two
of the three targets were flashed and the subject
reported whether the onset of the second target
occurred before or after the offset of the first target.
As we have developed the method, the locations of
the two stimuli to be flashed were known to the
subject beforehand, although he did not know the
temporal order of the offset of the first stimulus and
onset of the second, or the interval between the offset
of the first stimulus and onset of the second; the
latter was varied from trial to trial.

where I. == [. - L•. P. z is the temporal interval
between the offset of the first flash and onset of the
second flash when the flashes have been temporally
adjusted for the appearance of offset-onset simul
taneity. Here (from Figure 3)

These equations, which involve both empirically
P u + d. = L. + R. - Lz, (3) determined terms (P u , P,•... ) and theoretical

quantities (L.. L•... ), may be combined in groups
and substituting for R. from Equation 2, we have of three to obtain another. set of equations, each of

which is written in terms of the difference of offset
P 11 = [) - Lh (4) and onset latency for a particular stimulus. Two such
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t12 in Figure 3). Such expressions are readily derived.
From Figure 3, we have:

(9)Ior

Thus, by substituting Equation 9 in Equations 5-8,
we have response duration expressed in terms of
either of two trios of stimulus onset differences:
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i, j, k == 1,2,3; i # j # k.

Also, since we have from Figure 3

(10)

(11)It·· + d· - t·· + d·IJ J - 1J l'

Figure 3. Component analysis of durations associated with
offset-onset simultaneity judgments. The representation here is for
a case in which the offset of flash 1 is seen as simultaneous with
the onset of flash 2; perceived simultaneity is shown by the ver
tical alignment of the end of the visual response to flash I with
the beginning of the visual response to flash 2. d. and d, are stim
ulus durations, R, and R, are perceived durations, L, and L, are
onset latencies, [, and 1:, are offset latencies, P 12 is PSE for
offset-onset simultaneity, and t12 and i 12 lire differences in stimulus
onset times lind in stimulus offset times, respectively.

experimentally independent specifications may be
obtained for each stimulus, each equal to the differ- or, in general
ence between an offset and an onset latency to a
given stimulus, that is to a value of 1•. Thus:

we obtain an entirely equivalent series of solutions in
terms of stimulus offset differences:

(6) R - i., + tk' - tk'1 - D 1 J

- - -
== tji + tik - tjk; (12)

We now write equations of the form of Equation 2 i, i. k == 1, 2, 3; i # j # k.
to yield values for total duration of the visual
response to each of the three stimuli: Of course, this implies that

- - -
tij + tki - tkj == tij + tki - tkj, (13)

(7) a result that may also be obtained more directly. An
additional useful expression is

i,j,k == 1,2,3;i*j#k.

Since two experimentally independent determina
tions of each value of Ii may be obtained, two solu
tions for each R, are also obtained. These are:

(15)

we are led to

The response durations in Equations 10 and 12 are
for the first stimulus of a pair in a trial, as represented
in Figure 3. Solutions for the same stimulus when it
is the second stimulus of a pair in a trial may also be
obtained. In order to allow for the possibility that the
duration of perception does depend on whether a
stimulus is first or second within a trial, we allow
unprirned values in Equations 15-19 below to refer
to the first flash and primed values to the second
flash (although up to now we have not distinguished
between these and have used unprimed terms for
both). Thus, if we rewrite the general case of Equa
tion 9 as

(8)

Each of these two solutions is thus based on a differ
ent trio of measurements. Where one solution
involves P12, the second solution involves P 2 h etc.
The two independent solutions may be compared
quantitatively to determine the presence or absence
of bias, as we shall indicate below.

For some purposes, it is useful to express response
duration in terms of stimulus onset differences (as
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Rj = tij + tkj - tkj + L' i - Lj (16)

in place of Equation 10, and by making use of
Equation 11, we also have

VISUAL RESPONSE
TO FLASH 1

VISUAL RESPONSE
TO FLASH 2

l--- Rz------t

Figure 4. Component analysis of durations associated witb
onset-onset simultaneity judgments. Tbe representation bere is for
tbe case In wbleb tbe onsets of flasb 3 and nasb 1 are percelyed as
simultaneous in one set of trials and tbe onsets of nasb 3 and
flasb 1 are perceiYed u simultaneous in anotber set of trials. As
before, d" d.. and d. are stimulus durations, R" Rz, and Hz are
perceiYed durations, and L" Lz, and L. are onset latencies.
Q31' Qu, and Qu are onset-ouet PSEs. Tbe relation of this ngure
to Equation l1-wbleh predicts tbe onset-onset PSE from offset
onset PSEs-may be Ren by setting I = 1, j = 1, and k = 3, and
noting from the figure that Qu = (P31 - R.) - (P31 - R.), where,
as before, Pu and P.. are offset-onset PSEs. (That the distance
between the offset of nuh 3 and onset of nuh 1 is adually equal
to p.. - R. ClIn be seen by noting tbat If d, and R, were moyed u
a unit to the rlgbt so that tbe offset of Hz was nrtically aligned
witb tbe onset of R" the time difference between tbe offset of
flasb 3 and onset of flasb 1 would be equal to p.. ; but sucb a mon
ment to tbe rlgbt is by tbe duration R. wblcb would be added to
p.. - Hz. AsimiianisualizationmaybecarriedoutforP31 - R••)
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substituting either of the two solutions for R, from
Equation 8. Thus:

(18)

} (19)

we are similarly led to

R' 0 - too + tko- tko+ L' 0 - [.1 - IJ 1 J 1 1

and

Thus

and only if the difference between onset latencies for
a given stimulus in the two positions in a trial equals
the difference between the two offset latencies will
the response durations of the stimulus be equal in
the two positions. (A special case of this condition is
that response durations for a given stimulus will be
equal in the two positions within a trial if neither
onset latency nor offset latency depends on whether
the stimulus is first or second.) Thus, only when
R, - R 'j = 0 is the total duration of response truly
equal to the simple linear combination of a trio of
onset or offset differences as in Equations 10
and 12.4

Rj = tjj + tkj - tkj + L'j - L, (17)

in place of Equation 12. Since we also have, from
Figure 3,

and

Some of these relations are schematically represented
in Figure 4 among three stimuli which have been set
to onset-onset simultaneity in pairs .

Similarly, if the offsets of flash 1 and flash 2 in
Figure 3 were set to appear simultaneous (Figure 5),
then the offset-offset PSE would be equal to
L - [1' But from Figure 3, P u + d1 = L +
R1 - [1' and so

(22)Prediction of Onset-onset and Offset-offset PSEs
from Offset-onset PSEs

Although the method we present employs only
offset-onset determinations of simultaneity, it does
predict values of onset-onset and offset-offset
PSEs that can be compared to values obtained
using onset-onset ~ measurements or offset-offset
measurements. These predictions can be derived as

. follows. If the onsets of flash 1 and flash 2 in
Figure 3 were set to appear simultaneous, then the
onset-onset PSE would be equal to L1 - L1 as in
Figure 4. But from Equation 3,

or in general (21)

and in general (24)

where Qij is the onset-onset PSE predicted from
offset-onset measurements alone. This result may be
written wholly in terms of offset-onset PSEs by - where Qij is the offset-offset PSE predicted from
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and

Qij = Pij + Pki - Pkj - Pji. (26)

It is important to recall that the general method we
are describing involves measurements of offset
onset PSEs only. All of the above onset-onset and
offset-offset PSEs are predicted values. It is these
predicted values, Qij and Qij (in Equations 21-26),
that may themselves be compared with direct mea
surements of onset-onset and offset-offset judgments,
respectively. It is worth noting that neither onset
onset PSE measurementsalone nor offset-offset PSE
measurements alone are sufficient to predict either
the set of offset-onset PSEs or the durations of
perception of the three stimuli Ri. Rj, Rj; The
reasons for this asymmetry follow immediately when
we note that Qij == - Qji and Qij == - qji. but that
Pij ~ - Pji.

Figure 5. Component analysis of durations associated with
offset-offset simultaneity judgments. The representation here is
for the case in which the offsets of flash 1 and flash 3 are perceived
as simultaneous in one set of trials and the offsets of flash 2 and
flash 3 are perceived as simultaneous in another set of trials. As
before. d.. d2 • and d, are stimulus durations. RIO R2 • and R] are
perceived durations. and rIO C. and L are offset latencies. Q;"
(f, .. and (f,] are offset-offset PSEs. The relation of this figure to
Equation 25-which predicts the offset-offset PSE from offset
onset PSEs-may be seen by setting i = 1. j = 2. and k = 3, and
noting from the figure that Q;2 = (PI] - R]) - (P2] - R]), where.
as before. PI] and P 2] are offset-onset PSEs. (That the distance
between the offset of flash 1 and onset of flash 3 is actually equal
to POl - R] may be seen by noting that if d, and R] were moved as
a unit to the right so that the offset of R, was vertically aligned
with the offset of R], the time difference between the offset of
flash 1 and onset of flash 3 would be equal to PI]; but such a
movement to the right is by duration R] which would be added to
P,] - R]. A similar visualization may be carried out for P2] - R].~

offset-onset measurements alone. This result may be
written as either of two solutions wholly in terms of
offset-onset PSEs. Thus:

ANALYSIS OF BIAS BY MEANS OF
THE MEASUREMENT MODEL

The method for measuring total response duration
that we described in the previous section is based on
measurements made by means of offset-onset simul
taneity judgments only. Values of total response
duration obtained by this method are thus totally
free of differences in bias between onset-onset and
offset-onset judgments. Since previous use of simul
taneity judgments for measuring total response
duration has required both onset-onset and offset
onset judgments, freedom from such bias has not
been possible before. 5 (Whether such differences in
bias are nonzero in other methods where nonzero
values are possible remains to be determined. and
can be determined by the methods we outline.)
However, there is no gilt-edged protection against
the undesirable intrusion of bias into an experiment
in general. No method is immune from poor
controls and failure to randomize appropriately
against uncontrolled sources of variations. Any
attempt on our part to carry out general tests for
methodological bias would yield no guarantee that
the method would yield similar biases or freedom
from bias under other conditions or in another
laboratory. Biases are easy to generate. For example,
if two stimuli whose perceived durations were of
interest were placed close enough together so that
retinal interactions between them occurred, the
perceived duration of each would depend on whether
it was presented first or second on a trial. Such
biasing might be of interest as a subject of study
in itself.

Bias Introduced by Onset-Onset and by
Offset-Offset Judgments of Simultaneity

Although we have not yet done so, the develop
ment of the new method also allows an exact mea
surement of the magnitude of bias introduced by
onset-onset judgments. This can be done by compar
ing values of total response duration obtained by the
old and by the new methods under identical
conditions. The conclusion that such a comparison
does yield an overall measure of bias (or constant
error) due to onset-onset judgments is derived as
follows:

Suppose that each offset-onset PSE contains a bias component
a. and that each onset-onset PSE contains a bias component {J.
A value of response duration as measured by the new method
involves the sum of three offset-onset PSEs (see Equations 6 and
7); each PSE brings a value a to the sum. but two of these are
positive and one is negative. Hence. each value of response
duration in Equation 7 is inflated by a. Response duration deter
mined by the earlier method outlined in Figure 1 contains an
onset-onset PSE inflated by {J and an offset-onset PSE inflated
by a; since response duration from this method involves the
difference of these two PSEs. the net bias is equal to a - {J. The
difference between net bias from the two methods is thus equal to
{J and is thus equal to the bias due to onset-onset judgments alone.·

(25)

OffSETS PERCEIVED
SINULTANEOUS LY.

~d,~olo---Ll 1
__I I

I--R,----I
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TO FLASH 2
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TO FLASH 3
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FLASH 3

VISUAL RESPONSE
TO FLASH 1
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A variant of earlier methods for obtaining values of
total response duration involves the joint use of offset
onset and offset-offset judgments. It is also possible to
extract the bias introduced by offset-offset judgments
by an analogous approach.

The approach taken here assumes that the magnitude
of a and (J will be independent of the particular pair of
stimuli being compared. This analysis can be carried
further by removing this assumption and determining
separate values of bias for each comparison.

Bias Introduced by Offset-Onset Judgments of
Simultaneity

Theoretical treatment. Although bias due to the
use of onset-onset judgments and bias due to the use of
offset-offset judgments can thus be extracted as lumped .
values, an analogous lumped value of bias due to
offset-onset judgments cannot. Nevertheless, the
method we have described yields two experimentally
independent solutions for response duration (see
Equations 6 and 7), and each contains a different set
of component sources from which bias could originate.
However, from the single assumption made in the next
paragraph, a prediction of zero difference between the
lumped contributions to bias in the two solutions
follows, and this is readily subject to experimental test.
We carry out one such test below. Further dissection
is also feasible, but we shall not do so here, although
lines for further analysis will be indicated.

Our ability to write R, = di + Ii in Equation 7
depended on assuming that response latency (either
offset or onset) of any specific stimulus did not depend
on which stimulus it was being compared with. This
assumption also was made in setting the two solutions
for each Ii equal to each other in Equation 6. Failure
of this assumption will lead to differences in the two
solutions for each Ii and hence in the two solutions for
each Ri. The details of the relation between the kind of
failure and the resulting difference in the two solutions
are not simple. Nevertheless, the most straightforward
overall test for the validity of the assumption remains
the test for equality of the two solutions in Equation 8.

To clarify these statements, we will use the notation
.L2 and 3L2 to indicate that the offset latency to stim
ulus 2 was derived from simultaneity judgments with
stimulus I and with -stimulus 3, respectively; a similar
use of subscripts is employed for other latencies. Thus,
for example, from Equation 5, the two solutions for
I. may be written as

(27)

The assumption that a particular latency is indepen
dent of the stimulus with which it is compared
means that:

jLi = kLi = Li i,j,k = 1,2,3

} (28)
jLi = kLi = L, i*j *k

and the solutions reduce to those in Equation 6.
Clearly, numerous other more complicated assump
tions about distributions of bias would also yield
equality of the two solutions for Ii [e.g., jointly
assume: (.L2 - 3L), (2L3 - .L3) ;= (3L2 - IL2) =
(IL3 - 2L), (3LI = 2[.), and <zL = 2L)]. Thus, while
validity of the independence assumption is a sufficient
condition for equality of the two solutions for Ri,
it is not necessary.

Further, it is possible for other sets of biases to
selectively perturb other subsets of latencies, in
fluencing one or more of the three values of R], but
such a perturbation may remain totally unnoticed,
since the equation between the two solutions for each
R, would continue to hold (e.g., if y were added to
3L2 and to .L, RI would be increased by y and R3
would be decreased by y, while R2 would be
unaffected; but the two solutions for RI would
remain equal to each other, as would the two for
R2, and the two for R3) . This kind of influence thus
would not be directly detectable by our present
methods; its possibility indicates that our conclusions
regarding bias will be relativistic at best rather than
absolute.

However, for two reasons, the limitations on our
ability to detect the bias we have described in the
two previous paragraphs are actually very much less
restricted than first appearance would suggest:
(I) For each subset containing equal biases that
would not influence the equation of the two solu
tions for each R], there is another subset that will
influence each of the three equations and by the same
amount (e.g., while addition of y to 3L2 and to
.L2 leaves the three equations unperturbed, addition
of y to 3L2 and 2[. produces an inequality equal to
2y in each equation). The likelihood is small-if not
negligible-that a substantial series of different
experimental tests searching for bias would all
belong to the set that leaves the equation undis
turbed if any substantial bias is present. (2) Unequal
biases among different latencies would result in an
inequality between the two solutions for each R,
even when the unequal .biases are between those
latencies for which bias equality produces no dis
turbance in any equation. This should be readily
detectable. For example, if the bias added to 3L2
exceeded the bias added to .L by d, the pair of
solutions for RI would differ by d.!see Equation 27);
equal biases added to 3L2 and to .L2 would leave the
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luminances. Each of the 72 PSEs for each of the two
subjects was calculated by a least squares fit to the
distribution of binary reports by the subject reporting
whether or not the offset of the first stimulus
preceded the onset of the second stimulus.

Figure 6 and Table 1 show the mean values
(averaged over the four replications) of the solu
tions for total duration of responses R.. R1 , and R3

at each of the four values of luminance employed for
the background to stimulus 1. This is presented for
each of the two subjects. Some idea of the stability
inherent in the method is provided by the small
values of standard deviation? (SO) of these means,
which are also given in Table 1, and by the high
degree of stability obtained in the solutions for R1

and R3 , while the solution for R. changes by a
large amount as a result of the variation in the
luminances of stimulus 1 and its background. Such
independence between the solutions for the three
response durations is essential for the method to be
useful.

As described above, the interaction I (Equation 29)
is equal to the difference between the two inde
pendent solutions for each of the three values of
Rj-R.. R2 , and R3 • These values of interaction are
shown in Table 1. In no case do the interactions for
the four replications appear similar. The case most
suggestive of systematic bias occurs for R.B. at a
background luminance of 2 log trolands where all
four interactions are positive and the largest devia
tion of the mean value of I from zero occurs, reach
ing almost two SO units. In all of the other cases but
one, the mean deviation from zero of I is less than
I SO unit. The solutions for response duration thus
show no systematic bias across replications at any
luminance or at any change in bias with luminance.

..Jg

~ 200fL.-...l,_--'-_--L-_-'- l' I
o 2 3 0 1 2

STIMULUS l' BACKGROUND RETINAL ILLUMINANCE
ILOG TROLANDS)

Figure 6. Mean durations of perception for two subjects (S.G.
and R.B.) plotted as a function of background luminance for
each of the three incremental flash stimuli in the stimulus
configuration of Figure 2.

two solutions to R, equal to each other and the bias
would be undetectable. .

We may thus conclude that the possibility is
negligible that any substantial systematic bias
selectively affecting one subset of PSEs or latencies
could escape detection in a test for equality between
the two solutions each for R.. R1 , and R3 • We now
report such a set of experimental measurements.
It should be noted that any difference that is found
between the two solutions for R, will be identical to
the difference between the two solutions for R1 and
to the difference between the two solutions for R3 •

This identity may be seen more clearly by noting that
the difference between any pair of solutions in
Equation 6 or Equation 8 may be written as:

We shall refer to I as interaction and use it in our
analysis below. Thus, I equal to zero will result only
when the two solutions for each Rj are equal.

Some experimental measurements concerned with
bias. In this section, we present an experimental
example of the application of our method for mea
suring perceived duration. We analyze a set of data
in the interest of demonstrating how a test for
bias might be carried out. The stimulus variables
we examine for influence as biasing agents are
retinal location and stimulus luminance. The experi
mental effects evident in the data have implications
for visual processes, but we reserve these for treat
ment elsewhere and restrict our attention here to
questions regarding bias.

The particular data we report are four conditions
from a broader experiment (Bowen, 1975, Note 2)
which employed the stimulus array of Figure 2. Stim
uli 2 and 3 were both 70-msec incremental flashes of
2.0 log trolands superimposed on backgrounds of
1 log troland each. Stimulus 1 was a 30-msec incre
mental flash of fixed contrast (AL/L = 1 log unit)
presented against each of four values of background
luminance, L = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 3 log trolands. Four
replications were carried out under each of the four
background luminances for stimulus 1. Each replica
tion involved measuring four PSEs (Pu, Pn , P 13 , and
P3 l ) . P23 and P3 2 were measured only once for each
condition; the same values of P23 and P» were thus
utilized in calculating response durations from the
four replications of a given condition. The measure
ment of each PSE involved 120 trials, 24 at each of
5 intervals between the two flashes. The 120 trials
were actually carried out in 24 randomized blocks
(interflash duration in the range of uncertainty
established from pilot work-was the random
variable), with a group of 12 blocks presented
sequentially in one session and the two groups of 12
such blocks for a given luminance being randomly
ordered within sessions along with groups from other
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Table I
Results of an Experiment in Which Response Durations Were Measured for Visual Stimuli

Presented With the Apparatus Shown in Figure 2

Stimulus 1: Subject S.G. Subject R.B.

Background Response Duration Inter- Response Duration Inter-
Illum. Repli- action action
Log L cation R I R. R 3 I R I R. R 3 I

0 1 259.1 269.7 248.6 -.7 267.3 265.8 271.5 -3.4
2 259.9 260.7 248.6 3.6 261.4 271.5 265.8 .6
3 268.6 260.3 248.9 5.9 268.7 272.3 265.1 16.1
4 263.5 253.6 255.6 .8 279.1 267.1 270.3 -2.4
Mean 262.8 258.8 25G.4 2.4 269.1 269.2 268.2 2.7
SD 4.3 3.5 3.5 2.9 7.4 3.2 3.2 9.1

1 233.2 257.7 257.0 -12.0 246.1 268.0 271.2 13.7
2 241.0 258.6 256.1 7.3 240.4 273.6 265.6 13.1
3 229.5 263.3 251.4 -8.1 254.0 259.7 279.5 -1.5
4 236.2 264.7 250.1 2.8 231.6 267.2 272.0 8.5
Mean 235.0 261.1 253.6 -2.5 243.0 267.1 272.1 8.5
SD 4.9 3.5 3.5 9.1 9.4 5.7 5.7 7.0

2 1 226.9 255.6 264.8 4.3 240.2 267.6 272.2 13.8
2 230.4 257.6 262.7 -7.6 225.2 270.1 269.7 4.1
3 219.9 260.0 260.3 -6.1 244.4 276.2 263.5 5.3
4 219.8 261.3 259.1 4.6 241.2 264.3 275.5 13.5
Mean 224.2 258.6 261.7 -1.2 237.8 269.6 270.2 9.2
SD 5.3 2.5 2.5 6.6 8.6 5.0 5.0 5.2

3 1 206.3 261.9 256.9 1.0 220.3 277.5 265.1 -12.3
2 213.3 264.3 254.6 9.1 203.5 276.0 266.5 4.2
3 213.4 259.6 259.2 -4.8 206.9 268.9 273.7 -19.4
4 198.9 259.2 259.7 4.0 223.6 271.4 271.1 -4.7
Mean 207.0 261.3 257.6 2.3 213.6 273.5 269.1 1.6
SD 6.9 2.4 2.4 5.8 9.9 4.0 4.0 13.6

Note-Illuminance of the 18' diam flash in field 1 was varied along with that of the steadily illuminated background in field 1 so
that t:.L/L =1 log unit; t:.L/L was maintained at 1 log unit for fields 2 and 3 also. At each value ofbackground illuminance in field 1,
four complete sets of determinations (replications) were made on each subject. Each value of response duration shown for each
replication is the average of the two solutions for that duration calculated from Equation 8. The interaction (I) is calculated from
Equation 19 and is the common difference between the two solutions each for R I • R •• and R 3 • Mean response durations are plotted
in Figure 4 also. See Ftn. 6 regardingthe valuesof standard deviation (SD).

We may rewrite Equation 29 as

The invariance of I (at zero) with variation in the
luminance of stimulus 1 could thus be because the
difference between the two terms in each set of paren
theses remained invariant with changes in luminance, or
because changes did occur in each of the terms with
luminance but in such a way as to balance things out.
The breakdown in Table 2 shows that the former is
true. While the separate PSEs each changed systemat
ically with luminance, (P 12 - P\3), (P31 - PlI) ,

and (P Z3 - P 32 ) did not. (Means and SDs for P\3 and
P lI are not shown but were like those shown for P 12

and P3io respectively.) The invariance of (P 12 - P\3)
implies that any bias in P 12 that changed as the lumi
nance of stimulus 1 was changed also changed
identically in P\3; similarly for (P31 - PZI)' P3io and
PZI. Thus stimuli 2 and 3 were treated identically
when each was compared to stimulus 1 in an offset
onset situation; this equal treatment held whether
stimulus 1 came first in a trial (P 12 - P 13 ~ constant)
or second in a trial (P 31 - P ZI ~ constant).

Stimuli 2 and 3 were identical except for retinal
location. Thus, the observation that this difference
did not influence bias as luminance was changed is
interesting, and, particularly in view of the large
literature on constant errors and position biases, not
necessarily to have been expected. Overall, stimuli 2
and 3 yielded solutions for R, and R3 that appeared
to differ from each other only as a random variable.
Some small effects are present, however, which
could suggest that stimuli 2 and 3 were not processed
identically. Thus the difference PZ3 - P 32 was posi
tive in all four replications for each of the two sub
jects. On the other hand, the difference (P 31 - PZI)
was negative in six of eight cases. [These differences
-(PZ3 - P 32 ) and (P 31 - PZI)-tended toward can
celing each other, and since (P 12 - P \3)was generally
near zero, so was I.] The present data are not suf
ficiently extensive to determine which specific
latencies were involved in these differences (if the
differences are robust at all), nor whether the bias
was "in the visual system" or a concommitant of the
judgmental process involved with relating stimuli at
the two locations. Further exploration with the
present techniques would allow such isolation.
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Table 2
Mean PSE Values and Associated Standard Deviations (SD) from the Experiment Yielding the Response Durations Shown in Table I

Log of Background
Retinal Illumi-

nance for P" P3I PI 2 -p r s P3• -PH P'3 - P"
Stimulus 1 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

0 225.8 4.9 189.4 6.9 +2.1 4.2 -6.6 2.8 +6.6 .06

Subject S.G.
1 199.7 4.7 189.1 5.6 +.2 6.1 -7.3 5.3 +4.6 .09
2 189.2 3.8 192.1 5.4 -4.7 4.1 -1.8 4.1 +5.0 .20
3 170.0 4.4 195.7 5.3 -.8 4.8 -4.4 2.2 +7.5 .14

0 248.5 3.5 187.6 6.1 -1.2 7.3 -2.2 2.9 +6.1 .17

Subject R.B.
1 217.8 6.7 196.8 5.8 -.5 9.0 +4.5 5.1 +3.4 .13
2 208.2 4.3 200.0 6.3 +.2 3.5 +.9 7.2 +8.1 .12
3 183.2 4.0 200.0 8.0 +.5 4.7 -3.8 10.1 +4.9 .14

Note-Mean values of P, 3 and P, I are not shown. but were similar to PI' and P3 , . respectively; they can be derived directly by
combining the PSEs given here. Values of r are Pearson product-moment correlations between (P., + P, ,) and (PI 3 + P3 ,) (see
Ftn.6).

Again, our main concern in this section was not
specifically with retinal location or luminance as
possible biasing parameters, but rather with an
approach to the study of bias. Of secondary con
cern here is the fact that changing luminance yielded
a substantial change in perceived response duration
that is either wholly invariant or nearly so with a
change in retinal location of the comparison stimulus.

A CONCLUDING COMMENT
REGARDING EFFICIENCY

In order to obtain the two solutions each for R"
R2 , and R3 , the method we have described requires
that six PSEs be obtained. However, if one wishes to
explore response duration for one of these stimuli
-say stimulus I-over a range of conditions in
which different parameters are varied, it would be a
lengthy operation to obtain six PSEs for each condi
tion. But only two-not six-PSEs are necessary.
This reduction from six to two is a result of the
following: If the experimenter considers it unneces
sary to be concerned with the possibility of testing
for differential bias in the two solutions for R" then
only one solution need be obtained at each condition,
requiring a total of three PSEs. But, since the con
ditions related to stimuli 2 and 3 are kept constant,
P13 (or P31) need be measured only once in the entire
experiment; this single value may then be inserted
into the solution for each of the values of R, as the
conditions related to stimulus 1 are varied. Under
each of these conditions, only two PSEs-P I1 and
P3 1 (or P» and PIJ)-need then be measured.

Hence, if R, is to be explored over a range of
conditions, the present method requires only that one
more PSE be obtained in the entire experiment than
would be necessary with the older method in which
both onset-onset and offset-onset PSEs are employed
(Figure 1). In each method, two PSEs are required
for each condition in which a value of R, is desired.
But, in the present method, all PSEs are offset-onset

PSEs, a feature that is likely to result in. some
increase in criterion stability and freedom from
differential biases. In addition, should the experi
menter have some concern about the intrusion of
response bias, a variety of checks-such as we have
carried out above-are possible with the present
method, whereas the opportunity for any checking
at all is minimal with the older method.

Finally, as a further potential advantage of the
present method, it should be noted that if one can
assume that biases are negligible or of no concern, it
is possible to conduct experiments by systematically
varying all three stimuli simultaneously. This yields
results in which R" Rl , and R3 are each studied over
a range of conditions. Since each trio of PSEs yields
one value each of R" Rs, and R3 , such experiments
require only one PSE per Ri' a saving by a factor of
two over the older method.
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NOTES

1. By "perceived simultaneity," we shall mean an outcome of
some psychophysical procedure. For example, if the method of
constant stimuli is employed, the temporal interval between the
onset of B and the onset of A that is reported as "B leads A" 50070
of the time would be the point of subjective equality (PSE) and
would be treated as the interval at which the onsets of B and A
were perceived simultaneously.

2. The term "visual response" is used here to denote the per
cept or sensory event due to a flash of light. We do not assume
that this response is of any particular shape or form, but only
that the relative precedence of the temporal onset and offset of
the response may each be discriminated in a report of temporal
order (we really need assume only that these are "reliably" dealt
with). Undoubtedly, the waveforms of the neural response under
lying the psychophysical report of simultaneity will not be as
simple as we have depicted in Figure 3. They will be more com
plex, temporally extended, and may be multimodal. Further,
experimental manipulations may produce changes in the shape of
the waveform and in the observer's criterion; such changes may
also be the outcome of stochastic variability. However, we make
no assumptions at this level. Presumably the nature of the "under
lying neural response" is something to be discovered with the
assistance of data from simultaneity judgments, not something to
be assumed beforehand; the utilization of reports of simultaneity
in obtaining measures of the total duration of a perception
assumes no more than is normally done in working with psycho
physical data.

3. The offset-onset PSE has itself been utilized as a measure of
"visual persistence," persistence being conceptually equivalent
to offset latency (Bowen, Pola, & Matin, 1974). In that case, the
offset-onset PSE represents relative offset latency or persistence.
Obtained measures are "relative" in the sense that offset latency
(for example L. above) is known to within an additive constant
equal to the unknown onset latency of the second flash (for
example, L, above).

4-. The analysis and method we describe in this section appears
capable of generality beyond problems involving the duration of
perception, and to be potentially applicable to problems involving
the psychophysical measurement of extent in either time or space.
For example, in principle, it could be applied to the measure
ment of perceived length. But it does not appear directly
generalizable to the study of either intensive dimensions (e.g.,
brightness) or "qualitative dimensions" (e.g., color). Further
development into applications on intensive dimensions appear to
be possible by making use of psychophysical methodologies that
treat these intensive dimensions as if they were extensive. As a
guide into such further development, we note that while it is not
sensible to consider equating the "top" of one brightness to the

"bottom" of another, (as in an offset-onset temporal judgment),
it is possible to set the "midpoint" between two brightnesses equal
to the "top" of a second.

5. We shall make no attempt here at segregating various sources
of bias in terms of different theoretical loci (e.g., separating
"criterion bias" from "attentional bias") in either the subject or
behavior. Our concern here is with demonstrating that the present
methodology provides means of discovering differential biases
between offset-onset, onset-onset, and offset-offset judgments if
such differential biases do exist.

6. It is equally feasible to analyze onset-onset and offset-onset
biases in each of these methods into components expressible in
terms of bias added to specific onset and offset latencies. Such a
derivation is accomplished directly by using the relations between
latencies and PSEs given above. This analysis may be more
desirable for certain purposes.

7. It should be noted that in Table I, for each subject at each
background illuminance, the standard deviations (SO) for R, and
R. are identical but different from the SO for R,. The result is
not a necessary one and depends on the following special con
straint involved in the method of the experiment reported in
Table I: P.. and p.. were each determined only once at each
level of background illuminance employed for stimulus I, and
these single values were used in calculating all values of Rio R"
and R. across the four replications; on the other hand, P." P, ..
p .. , and p.. were each redetermined for each replication. If we
write AP", liP,1o liP ta , and liP.. as the differences between any
two replications in the empirically determined PSEs, P." P,;,
p .. , and P'1o respectively, then the difference in the average value
of R. between the two replications is [(AP., + liP,,) 
(AP.. + liP,,»)/2. But this is the negative of the difference in the
average value of R. between the same two replications. Variation
in values of R, among replications must thus be exactly equal to
variation in R. for this case, as is, in fact, shown in the identity of
SO values for R. and Ra- The difference in the average value of
R, between the same two replications is equal to [(liP., + AP.. ) +
(liP.. + liP.. )]12; since this is different from the comparable
values for R. and R., the SO for R, is different from the SO for
R.andR•.

The fact that the SOs for R. are uniformly larger than the com
parable SOs for R. and R, is the result of a related fact: the terms
(P .• + p .. ) and (Pra + P,,) were positively correlated (see
Table 2). This is derived as follows: The variable component in
the average value of the two solutions for R, is V'j E P., + p.. +
p .. + P,,; the comparable value for R, or R, is V'j = V'j;: p., +
p .. - p .. - P'1o where subscript j refers to replication. Since all
of the values of the measured offset-onset PSEs involved in
Table I were positive (implying that the offset latency of the first
stimulus in a trial was always longer than the onset latency of the
second stimulus), V'j > V'j = V'j for each j. The variance of
response duration R; is equal to

with j *k. V. will then be greater than V. = V, when
(P" + p .. ) and (P" + Ps.) are positively correlated, but V, = V,
will be greater when the correlation is negative. In fact, the differ
ence VI - V, is exactly equal to the covariance term in the
product-moment correlation between (P" + p z t ) and (P" + P,,).
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